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It's been three years Bethany Anne and her team have been building, trying their best
to stay off the radar and not fight with those they are trying to save. The emotions have
boiled to the surface. The is a line drawn in the sand, and some idiots just have to step
across it. Those that thought the cat didn't have claws are about to find out how very,
very wrong they are. **Please note, as mentioned in a review, there is flagrantly foul
language in these novels. The main character does not have a problem with cussing,
just uninspired cussing. Series includes: Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit
01 Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite
This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04 Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05 Under My
Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06 Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07 We Will Build
- The Kurtherian Gambit 08 It's Hell To Choose - The Kurtherian Gambit 09 Release
The Dogs of War - The Kurtherian Gambit 10 Sued For Peace - The Kurtherian Gambit
11 We Have Contact - The Kurtherian Gambit 12 My Ride is a Bitch - The Kurtherian
Gambit 13 Don't Cross This Line - The Kurtherian Gambit 14 Never Submit - The
Kurtherian Gambit 15 (Jan/Feb 2017) The Dark Messiah (The Second Dark Ages) Book
01 - Michael's Return (12.25.2016) Short Stories Tied in to the Main Series include:
You Don't Mess with John's Cousin - Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 01
Bitch's Night Out - Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 02
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The World is caught off guard by the sudden advances in technology, some are not
happy about that at all.Bethany Anne's group needs to move into production, who is
she going to hire for that position?Old enemies take a stronger stance at revenge than
before.Helping others is a tall order, but TQB Rises to the Occasion!This is the second
book in the second arc (books 08-14) for The Kurtherian Gambit. Now, the World is on
Notice!**Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language
in this novel. The main character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired
cussing.If you haven't read the previous books, you will need to go back to #1 (the book
does not explain the characters and previous relationships / deeds).
Master spy, Nazi hunter—and werewolf on the prowl—in occupied Paris: A classic of dark
fantasy from a Bram Stoker Award—winning author. Allied Intelligence has been
warned: A Nazi strategy designed to thwart the D-Day invasion is underway. A Russian
émigré turned operative for the British Secret Service, Michael Gallatin has been
brought out of retirement as a personal courier. His mission: Parachute into Nazioccupied France, search out the informant under close watch by the Gestapo, and
recover the vital information necessary to subvert the mysterious Nazi plan called Iron
Fist. Fearlessly devoted to the challenge, Gallatin is the one agent uniquely qualified to
meet it—he’s a werewolf. Now, as shifting as the shadows on the dangerous streets of
Paris, a master spy is on the scent of unimaginable evil. But with the Normandy
landings only hours away, it’s going to be a race against time. For Gallatin, caught in
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the dark heart of the Third Reich’s twisted death machine, there is only one way to
succeed. He must unleash his own internal demons and redefine the meaning of the
horror of war. From the award-winning author of Swan Song and Boy’s Life, this is a
“powerful novel [that] fuses WWII espionage thriller and dark fantasy. Richly detailed,
intricately plotted, fast-paced historical suspense is enhanced by McCammon’s unique
take on the werewolf myth” (Publishers Weekly).
Baba Yaga has taken over and no one knows if Bethany Anne will ever come back.
Beaten on the crucible, Bethany Anne decided she will bring justice to the Kurtherian's
that tortured the Leath and her people, personally. The problem? She releases Baba
Yaga who has now taken control. Even ADAM and TOM aren't sure they can help their
friend. While Baba Yaga is tracking down the Seven Kurtherians, her friends and family
are desperately trying to find her. During this time, General Lance Reyolds must start
negotiations with other star nations who wish to create an Etheric Federation. The
problem? How can you complete an Etheric Federation Treaty, if you can't find the
Empress?
The voice in my head is positive I'm not evil. But I'm not so sure. I considered my family
one of the most respected in Salem's extrahuman community. I was only half right. On
the first day at Hawthorn Academy, I found myself judged by strangers for my uncle's
infamous evil deeds. To make matters worse, it turns out I'm an extramagus just like
him, able to conjure more than one element like other magi. Extrahumans worldwide
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give thanks this is a rare trait. A power that always leads to corruption, they say.
Considering I'm hearing a voice in my head, they might be right. I could lose the only
two friends I've made so far if they find out. Losing my mind might be preferable. At
least my dragonet Ember believes in me. Is my fate certain, or can I rise above it and
the stigma of what I am? "I spent more than a couple of late nights reading through
these stories to find out what was going to happen to my new friends!" - Michael
Anderle, Best-Selling Author of The Kurtherian Gambit This series is for fans of Harry
Potter, Jaymin Eve, and all academy books.
Whether they are ready or not, the people are about to find out what the Queen's
promise is worth. When Bethany Anne stepped down as Empress, she swore to return
if the Federation was ever in danger from outside evil. That time has come. Bethany
Anne's refusal to be restricted by the impossible has made her plan to protect the
Federation a reality, and the return of the Superdreadnought Reynolds brings a longawaited reunion and an opportunity. Pulling together old friends and family members
from all over the Federation and...beyond, Bethany Anne is ready to leave the
Interdiction to build a military whose numbers can rival the Ookens. But is her plan
impossible enough to succeed?
Welcome to London, but not as you know it. A place where magics and horror run free,
wonders and miracles are everyday things, and the dark streets are full of very
shadowy people . . . Gideon Sable is a thief and a con man. He specializes in stealing
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the kind of things that can't normally be stolen. Like a ghost's clothes, or a photo from a
country that never existed. He even stole his current identity. Who was he originally?
Now, that would be telling. One thing's for sure though, he's not the bad guy. The
people he steals from always have it coming. Gideon's planning a heist, to steal the
only thing that matters from the worst man in the world. To get past his security, he's
going to need a crew who can do the impossible . . . but luckily, he has the right people
in mind. The Damned, the Ghost, the Wild Card . . . and his ex-girlfriend, Annie
Anybody. A woman who can be anyone, with the power to make technology fall in love
with her. If things go well, they'll all get what they want. And if they're lucky, they might
not even die trying . . .
The Truth will set you free, but what happens when the Truth is a Lie?Rhona and her
paladin brother Alastar belong to a holy people who have waged war on witches and
warlocks and their clans from the highlands. But when she uses magic to save his life,
their world is thrown upside down. On the run, having left all they knew behind they
have to rely on those who hate Paladins. All magic is evil, the High Paladin taught... But
Alastar starts to understand that he might have been mislead.If his sister uses magic,
and she isn't evil...what does that mean for his beliefs?Brother and sister soon find
themselves aligned with magic users and thrown in with the clans in a war against
sorcerers and paladins alike, with only one hope of uniting the land--the legendary
Sword of Light. It was lost years ago, and quest after quest by the holy paladins could
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not retrieve it.When you know the truth about magic... anything is possible.Set on the
foundation laid by the Kurtherian Gambit Series, Shades of Light tells an entirely new
story in the Age of Magic--and of the heroes and villains who battle for control of its
destiny.
Michael returns to fulfill a promise to his love, but the world isn't the same
place.Michael, the Archangel himself, has returned after a hundred and fifty years
rejuvenating in the Etheric Dimension. Now, the most powerful male Vampire the world
had ever known is back.The problem? The world went through an Apocalypse and what
little honor and justice that previously existed, is gone. Further, his love has left to the
stars somewhere, fighting for those on Earth.Now, Michael has to figure out where he
is, where he needs to go, help those who need help and figure out how to follow in his
love's path. Because if there is one thing that Honor Demands, it is that he make good
on his promise to Bethany Anne.Those feeding themselves on the backs of others have
very little time to realize an important fact.This Dark Messiah has little compunction
about killing.
It is finished... Sweat dripping off her brow as the threads started long ago start to fuse
together. It's time to make plans, hide the truth, and get the HELL off her throne. But,
how to accomplish creating a Federation, when those coming together want to gut her
Empire? Anyone who understands the Queen Bitch, knows she won't accept that
condition without a fight. However, to accomplish meeting her love again in a system far
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away, she will accomplish the impossible. Her eyes start to glow red. No one will stop
her from getting back to Michael. Grab Life Goes On and complete the massive story
today!
Sawyer Brown is no more, but he was just the minor opening act... Terry Henry and
Charumati (Char) have to deal with her Alpha coming back, the new refugees getting
settled in town and .. Beer! With the FDG doubling in size, Terry Henry needs to bring
about a little organizational structure to the group.While also deciding how to have that
conversation with Char about her lineage... Not sure how that is going to go. Terry
Henry had better figure it out, or he is going to be up to his armpits in Werewolves and
won't be sure if he can depend on his one ace-in-the-hole. Or not. Set in the Kurtherian
Gambit Universe, Nomad Redeemed continues the Terry Henry Walton Chronicles, the
time between the WWDE and the return of Michael to earth. ** As noted in other series
set in the Kurtherian Universe, there IS cursing in this book, occasionally, it's funny, too.
**
The Sign of the Cross... In the darkest parts of Russia.Boris is following the trail to
locate the last of the NVG's secret bases. As they look, they run across an old legend,
one which speaks to the Archangel Michael defeating a beast...Could that have actually
have been Michael, the Patriarch of Vampires?And if it was, what beast had he
condemned to the caves near Archangelsk, Russia?This time, Boris is going after more
than just the NVG - he is searching for the answer to his own past.NOW Page 7/22
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REVELATIONS WILL OCCUR!** As noted in other series set in the Kurtherian
Universe, there IS cursing in this book, occasionally, it's funny, too. **Kurtherian Gambit
Series Titles Include: First ArcDeath Becomes Her (01) - Queen Bitch (02) - Love Lost
(03) - Bite This (04)Never Forsaken (05) - Under My Heel (06) Kneel Or Die
(07)Second ArcWe Will Build (08) - It's Hell To Choose (09) - Release The Dogs of War
(10)Sued For Peace (11) - We Have Contact (12) - My Ride is a Bitch (13)Don't Cross
This Line (14)Third Arc (Due 2017)Never Submit (Jan) (15) - Never Surrender (16) Forever Defend (17)Might Makes Right (18) - Ahead Full (19) - Capture Death (20)Life
Goes On (21)**New Series**The Second Dark AgesThe Dark Messiah (01)The Darkest
Night (02) Mar 2017Darkest Before The Dawn (03) July 2017Light Is Breaking (04) Nov
2017The Boris Chronicles* With Paul C. Middleton *EvacuationRetaliationRevelation
Dec 2016Restitution 2017Reclaiming Honor * With JUSTIN SLOAN *Justice Is Calling
(01)Claimed By Honor (02) Jan 2017The Etheric Academy* With TS PAUL *ALPHA
CLASS (01) Dec 2016/Jan 2017ALPHA CLASS (02) Feb/Mar 2017ALPHA CLASS (03)
May/June 2017Terry Henry "TH" Walton Chronicles * With Craig Martelle *Book 1 Nomad Found (Out)Book 2 - Nomad Redeemed (Jan 2017)Book 3 - Nomad Unleashed
(2017)Book 4 - Nomad Supreme(2017)SHORT STORIESFrank Kurns Stories of the
Unknownworld 01 (7.5)You Don't Mess with John's Cousin Frank Kurns Stories of the
Unknownworld 02 (9.5)Bitch's Night OutFrank Kurns Stories of the Unknownworld 03
(13.25)* With Natalie Grey *BELLATRIXAnthologiesGlimpseHonor in Death(Michael's
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First Few Days)Beyond the Stars: At Galaxy's EdgeTabitha's Vacation
They say that behind every great man is a great woman...but what if that woman is a
Werewolf? THIS IS A MONSTER BOOK - We have taken pains to price the book low.
(Craig is crying in the corner, don't mention I reduced it to what you see). The readers
LOVE the Nomad! "This series is one of the best I've ever read." "This is the series that
keeps on going with great writing and wonderful characters." "I absolutely love this
series, and hate the wait at the same time between books." The Forsaken have gone
into hiding, and Terry sends the Force de Guerre's tactical teams on missions around
the globe to root the evil ones out. When Ted can no longer keep the pod flying, things
heat up quickly in a race to corner and finish Mister Smith. Nomad's Force starts nearly
one-hundred years before Michael's return to earth and the events that happen in
Justice Is Calling. What does the mundane look like when gearing up for war? This
snippet is a taste of that. How can TH keep the blade sharp when no enemy stands
before him? What will his kids do? Always his children, but not children. The FDG finds
out how small they really are when they have to search the world for their enemy. And
the New Schwabenland pod is getting old and doesn't charge like it used to. Is Terry's
dominance waning?
The World Needs Protecting - Before they can build in space Bethany Anne's Group
must GET into space. There is a 'false queen' attacking vampires in Asia - Bethany
Anne sends the Queen's Own to look into that. The moon base needs to be settled, can
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her technology team make it happen? Do they have enough people? CAN they get the
right people to help? John's cousin is now part of the team, will she make it? There is a
group looking to find her people and they are using Barb to do it. This is the first book in
the second arc (books 08-14) for The Kurtherian Gambit. The stakes are raised a lot
higher! **Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language
in this novel. The main character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired
cussing. If you haven't read the previous books, you will need to go back to #1 (the
book does not explain the characters and previous relationships / deeds). Series
includes: Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The
Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite This - The Kurtherian
Gambit 04 Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05 Under My Heel - The
Kurtherian Gambit 06 Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07 We Will Build - The
Kurtherian Gambit 08 Frank Kurns - Tales from the Unknown World It's Hell To Choose
- The Kurtherian Gambit 09 (May)
One Last Hail Mary attack by those on Earth goes awry when the Queen herself shows
up with John Grimes along for the ride. Five puppies have plans that surprise everyone.
The Queen has a problem, and her closest friends travel to Earth to find her a solution.
It's time for an audience with the King of Yoll, and he isn't going to like the outcome. Not
one bit. He has a secret he has been hiding, and those sneaky Aliens in space find out
what it is, and turn it against him. It's time to release the Queen Bitch for her final cleanPage 10/22
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up of Kurtherians - This area of the Galaxy will never be the same, again. So grab your
favorite drink, recline in your favorite chair or bed or couch, and relax for just a moment
or two, because... Bethany Anne is BACK!
It's out there, it's ALWAYS been out there - just no one believed it. Governments, Black
Ops, Rich Businessmen...All want alien tech and some are going to great lengths,
illegal lengths, to procure it. Someone went so far as to endanger a young girls family.
A young girl who wrote a letter to the Queen Bitch. Now, those that are searching for
the technology will have to deal with TQB. If there is one thing that will get Bethany
Anne's attention... It's mistreating the defenseless. Bethany Anne tries to stay out of the
world's business, but they just keep doing stupid stuff... Sucks to be them.
The future just went upside down, when a nascent AI is added against Bethany Anne's
wishes.Then, there is David and his issues to take care of, permanently. Bethany Anne has
had it with Terrorists. Not encumbered with law, she seeks only justice for those who were
killed in France.New members are added to the team as they continue their efforts to reach for
the stars.---Read the series one Amazon Reviewer says: "I have absolutely DEVOURED this
series in a period of 36 hrs, and am considering knocking on the authors door to ask him to
hurry up with the rest of the series."
“He should be dead. I thought I'd killed him. I was wrong.”Three dead Enforcers in three
weeks, their bodies butchered. Muse has seen it before, and when she reads the metal
memories in the murder weapon, she sees it all again. Her owner, Damien, is back, and he
wants what is rightfully his.Muse escaped him and the netherworld, once before. This time,
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she's stronger, smarter. This time she knows she has the fires of hell at her fingertips, but so
does Damien, and he's not the only one. Akil is weak. No longer a Prince, he needs Muse's
limitless power to regain his title. How fortuitous then, that Akil's fate is tied to the one man she
cares the most for. As Muse, Stefan, and Akil battle their own demons, not all will come away
victorious. Some choices can never be forgiven. Some lies are never forgotten. Some wounds
never heal.Praise for 'Beyond The Veil' ~ The first book in the Veil Series. "Action-packed, raw
urban fantasy that's edgy and eclectic.""Steamy and sensual in places whilst heartrending and
profoundly poignant & deep in others."“I was sucked straight into the most exciting and hugely
original story that kept my interest firmly glued to the pages throughout.”
A poetic translation of the classic Arthurian story is an edition in alliterative language and
rhyme of the epic confrontation between a young Round Table hero and a green-clad stranger
who compels him to meet his destiny at the Green Chapel. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
A resource for fans of The Kurtherian Gambit. End of the world as we know it. Plausible. Scary
in its simplicity. Horrible in its effect. Set in the Kurtherian Gambit Universe, this story explains
how a few mistakes can have grave consequences. Unfortunately, the technology in the
following short story is real. Yes, this could happen. Dammit. Who wants to really dwell on
these things? This story was written by Craig Martelle, based on the original WWDE Document
as authored by Jeff Morris. You get both in this one short story which gives you insight into
how a fiction author takes a technical document and makes a story out of it. Otherwise, I would
label this, "Crap, I don't want to ever, ever, ever think about."
Some forget why she was called the Queen Bitch. Not Anymore. Bethany Anne is going stir
crazy after more than a decade of having to be 'The Empress.' Now, her advisors have to deal
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with an Empress who is determined to be on the front line. The Ixtali's come to the Etheric
Empire, hat in hand. Nathan decides that the best way to handle soft intelligence, is to create a
new company. What they name the new company should give a clue what it is about. The
Skaine are able to finally get Ranger Tabitha's group right were their missiles can attack. The
problem is, who is sucking whom into a trap? Strap back in, because Bethany Anne is putting
the Queen's crown back on.
What you thought you knew about Vampires and Werewolves is wrong...So Very, Very,
Wrong. A thousand years of effort to keep the UnknownWorld hidden is unraveling and the
Patriarch is tired. He needs to find someone to take over.He finds Bethany Anne.Unknown,
untested and untried she sets out to accomplish the impossible while forging a new future. One
that no one knew was in danger.And she does it with an attitude that will make you stand up
and cheer!They say a dress can make a women, but in this case, the dress is Death,and Death
Becomes Her very well indeed.***An Amazon Best-Selling Series, The Kurtherian Gambit has
turned the relationship of author and fans upside down.Treat yourself to a fun, exciting and
thrilling ride by starting The Kurtherian Gambit series today and you will ask yourself the same
question others have: When will I sleep?
Building a New Empire is supposed to be dangerous, but training the next generation of
leaders? That's not supposed to be dangerous, right? Follow us as we have the people in the
Etheric Empire setting up a special academy to train the first set of teens on a leadership track.
They are supposed to learn about the different groups in the Etheric Empire and areas
(including R&D, Weapons, Operations and others). Unfortunately, some of the members of
those teaching teams tapped to train the kids don't realize how ... adventurous... the teens can
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be. Especially if the teachers are Team BMW. Travel with us as we are introduced to Alpha
Class, one of the teams in the new Etheric Academy as they merge human's and Wechselbalg
(Were's) in a group of five young adults as they learn to become the first cohesive group on
their first assignment. With Team BMW as their teachers, nothing could go wrong, right? ***A
Kurtherian Gambit Adventure for Younger Readers.... Or those who are young at heart.***
An alien race attacked her people... they wanted her world. Now, payback is coming after
them. And she's a bitch in every sense of the word. ** AMAZON Top 100 Best Selling Author **
Bethany Anne Nacht was changed on Earth almost two hundred years in the past. The
Kurtherians engage in the cosmic great game, where whole worlds are torn asunder in their
efforts to prove their own supremacy. For hundreds of millennia, the Kurtherians at the top
have reigned unfettered as they destroyed countless civilizations time and time again. Now, a
new group is entering the game. Bethany Anne and her people are playing against extreme
odds, but when has that EVER stopped the Queen Bitch? It's time to fight for the future of the
Universe... ARE YOU READY? --- NOTE: This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous
cursing, but cursing nevertheless. If this offends you, I don't suggest reading this book.

What should have been a preliminary scouting job for a future art heist turns into
Declan McGrady’s worst nightmare when he discovers the gallery’s owner has
exotic—and live—tastes. Breaking a group of werewolf women out of a hostage situation
is above his pay grade, but he’s left with no choice. Worse, what he doesn’t know
might kill him—and dump him back into the world of black ops at the cost of his freedom
or his life. WOLF HUNT takes place following the events of SILVER BULLET, Witch &
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Wolf #4. This novel is 75,000 words and is part of a trilogy, which will conclude the
Witch & Wolf series.
Right Hand Riley Trident is lithe and fast, her tongue every bit as sharp as her sword.
Her and her partner, the massive brute William Teller, are new-age knights sworn to
defend the kingdom of New Perth. But dark days are on the horizon Rumors swirl of a
dark mage to the North. A man who's harvesting magic from people, using it to
strengthen himself. He's amassing an army, and his sights are set on New Perth. With
the fate of the kingdom at stake, Riley and William embark on a journey putting them on
a collision course with this mage... and with their own mortality. Will their fighting
prowess prove enough to vanquish the dark mage and his legion of followers, or are
they doomed to a fate amongst the harvested?
Dragons rule the world. Their claws are into every aspect of human life, from
government to industry. But Kristen Hall is about to throw a wrench into all of that.
Because she's a dragon, too. She just doesn't know it...yet! A dragon raised by
humans, in the human world. After graduating from the police academy, she's dropped
right into the ranks of Detroit's elite SWAT team. A rookie, in SWAT? Unheard of. But
what the dragons want, they get. The reasons behind their machinations become clear
as her dragon powers begin to surface. Will Kristen rise to the challenges her new life
delivers? What designs do the dragons have for her future? And perhaps most pressing
of all - how did she come to be a dragon with human parents? Scroll UP and click Read
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Now or Read for Free to learn the story of The Steel Dragon! PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS
A LARGE BOOK. There are approximately 160,000 words in this Volume. We will
release this as three mini-volumes sometime in the future (as we have the opportunity.)
A multitude of Kurtherian Gambit Fans. Eight stories. One amazing book. The
Kurtherian fans have come together to create a book by the fans - for the fans. Step
inside and take a peek at stories inspired by the wonderful world of the KGU. The
Kurtherian Universe Expands, by Micky Cocker A poem to kick introduce our collection
of stories Holi's Savior, by N.D. Roberts On the alien world Castellegia, brave young
Holi fights for the survival of her ragged band of orphans. Who will save them from the
green-eyed mutants who stalk the night? Justice calls upon Castellegia at the moment
all is lost for Holi. A story of strength, determination, and the softer side of everybody's
favorite benevolent dictator. Last Adventure First, by S.E. Weir Phina just wants to be a
spy and use her self-taught hacker skills to help the Etheric Empire. She embarks on
one last adventure to try and make her best friend's wish come true. All it takes is a little
B&E and some access pass forgery- no big deal for Phina's skills. But with a mystery
man talking in her head and tracking her every move, and a confrontation with leaders
of the Etheric Empire, Phina might get more than she bargained for. Renegade,by Erika
Everest I am one of the Drakis, the enhanced warriors of our race. Our Gods have sent
us to fight ignorance and injustice in the universe, and to bring peace and
enlightenment instead. On the planet I am assigned to, I meet a native who is not
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grateful for our help. In fact, she despises us for our interference. Her attitude
challenges my entire worldview. Is my cause truly as noble as I have always believed?
Or is it something more sinister? And what are the God's real intentions for the Drakis?
Sarah Jennifer's First Samhain, By N.D. Roberts How do you survive an eternity alone?
Sarah Jennifer Walton had it all. A family, a purpose, a husband. Not anymore. Loss
has shaped her into a true nomad, wandering the country in a bid to outrun her pain. A
chance encounter and a little magic could be the answer to Sarah Jennifer's prayers.
Set on the foundation of The Terry Henry Walton Chronicles this reconciles the past
with the future, and a hidden destiny. The Terrorist Within, by James Gartside The
Meredith Reynolds is a beacon of hope to many in the federation, but to one young girl
it is a symbol of everything she wants to destroy. Dark Savior, by Ian Nicholson What
will you do for the one you love? How will you face your worst nightmares? Something
sinister is lurking in the dark of New York City, preying on those abandoned by society.
Young runaway Adam tries to rescue his best friend, but he ends up caught as well.
They have little time and no hope left. Because when monsters are real who can step
up to fight them and set things right? Till The End Comes, by James Gartside The
Kurtherians created them to fulfill a need. What happens if they are no longer needed?
Do they face obliteration or freedom? Join Michael Anderle and LMBPN Publishing in
celebrating these newly published authors!
In the brief pause between apocalypses, one woman standing for honor, courage, and
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commitment will bring the UnknownWorld back from the brink. WWDE+210 - Earth is
silent. Sarah Jennifer Walton had turned her back on humanity after losing everything.
Now she's their only hope. Civilization has fallen in all but a few places as the Madness
ravages Europe and Asia. America is the last holdout against the corruption causing
nanocytes to malfunction. Bethany Anne is far away fighting for the survival of the entire
universe, unaware that her technology has turned on humanity. Earth needs a protector
from Bethany Anne's line, and the Kurtherian Lilith has found her champion. Sarah
Jennifer might not be Bethany Anne's last blood descendant on Earth, but she's the
only one with the ability to unite Salem's Weres and magic users and shape them into a
force capable of facing the Madness head on. Join her in The Line Unbroken as she
takes her first steps on the road to the Age of Magic.
Greed and Fear, two emotions that rule both individuals...and Countries. Now, China
has decided that they will do whatever it takes to acquire TQB technology. There was a
glaring flaw in their plan. When they kill an unborn little baby in a raid, the Queen Bitch
is Released. Now, China has two options...Kill Bethany Anne, or Sue For Peace.
The Leath are fighting for their Gods, but Bethany Anne is fighting for freedom. Then,
the Leath make a very fatal mistake. On another planet, the Leath dishonor the Etheric
Empire's warriors and Bethany Anne unleashes her new avatar and there will be hell to
pay. For those that believe Might Makes Right, Bethany Anne is about to explain how
that can be so, so wrong. Read the latest Bethany Anne adventure that can make you
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laugh out loud, shed a tear, and yell for the good guys as they fight evil in another
galaxy. One ass-kicking at a time.
Virtutis gloria merces Translation: Glory is the reward of valor Fed up with playing the
normal game, recent university graduate, ex-cum laude, ex-soccer star, ex-popular and
mostly broke Kera MacDonagh changes her life when she decides to research how to
be a witch... And believes it. Kera didn't want to go back east and deal with her
overbearing Mom. So, when university was done, she stayed behind in Los Angeles.
Little did she realize how controlling moms can be from the other side of the country.
Feeling a little desperate to make her own way, she buys a few books on business. And
one on a lark 'How to be a Badass Witch.' That's when the trouble started. Go up and
click 'Read for Free' or 'Buy Now' and find out just what trouble a young woman can get
into when the magic just might be real.
The Ooken thought they upset a small but tough set of aliens. They had no idea the
level of pain Bethany Anne was willing to bring. You don't hurt Bethany Anne's people,
because the gloves come off and get destroyed, never to be placed back on again. **
AMAZON Top 100 Best Selling Author ** The children have had to grow up, and
quickly. Will they handle the new responsibilities that come with their new bodies? Or
will the experiment fail? WAR IS COMING. WHO WILL BE THE VICTOR? Each side
believes they know enough, but Bethany Anne gets a stark reminder that the fog of war
cuts both ways. While Bethany Anne attacks the enemy, they unexpectedly return the
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favor. The Queen Bitch is back, and All's Fair in Blood and War. --- NOTE: This book
contains cursing. Perhaps humorous cursing, but cursing, nevertheless. If this offends
you, I don't suggest reading this book. Terry56 - "I thought I would go into withdrawal
before I could read another BA, Michael, and family book! I read the 1st 21 Kurtherian
Gambit books 6 times and will read them again! I loved the 1st Endgame book and now
I have fallen in love with this one! Please, oh, please hurry with the next one!"
They say that behind every great man is a great woman...but what if that woman is a
Werewolf? The reviews for the Terry Henry Walton Chronicles are overwhelming.
"These are FUN stories. I love feeling good when I finish one." "I've read all these so
far! I need more. A great story; interesting and really keeps you reading!" "I recommend
this book and the entire series... It has become an obsession. This book resonates with
me so much. Great book for the times." A rogue Forsaken with the power of a pod. He
wants the purple-eyed Werewolf. He wants what's in Cheyenne Mountain. Terry Henry
Walton is the key to both. When the Forsaken captures Terry, everyone's world gets
turned upside down. What will the Alpha and her pack do? What will become of the
Force de Guerre? Nomad Avenged - nonstop action from start to finish as Terry and
everyone he knows join the battle where only the winner gets to live. "The saga of TH,
Char, and the Force de Guerre continues full steam... The characters are real in their
interaction with each other. The story is absolutely great. I love the honor, loyalty, and
humor projected through the book."
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The History of the World wasn't what Valerie was taught. The daughter of a vampire
and sister of a devil walking, Valerie finds out she has something neither her brother
nor her father possess: She has Honor. Now, she needs to flee a brother who leaves
her for dead. Because, if there is one thing Valerie understands? It's that Justice
Doesn't Turn the Other Cheek. 150 years after a near apocalypse, the world is
rebuilding. Survival has become the only rule, and justice is in short supply. Now,
Justice has come calling. Justice Is Calling is part of The Kurtherian Gambit Universe.
The Bitch is back, and this time it's personal. More than a century has passed since
Bethany Anne's Armada left the Federation to tackle the Gödel and the Kurtherians
head-on. In her absence, have certain parties within the Federation grown too big for
their boots? The Federation Council has become engorged with corrupt representatives
from the corporate families who believe their wealth entitles them to subvert the
principles the Federation was founded upon. When Lance Reynolds' temper reaches
boiling point, everyone should get the hell out of the way...or risk getting burned. An
overt attack on the Libraries brings the struggle to a head. Bethany Anne returns to the
Federation alone and in ass-kicking mode, determined to oust the families hellbent on
taking over, but have the families become too powerful even for her? Can the Queen
Bitch catch a break? Or will she break her enemies first? Go up and click 'Buy Now' or
'Read for Free' and get prepared to find out what happens to those who forget the
reason Bethany Anne was called... The Queen Bitch.
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She missed the war, but she'll be damned if she loses her chance for revenge. Born an
Arcadian, but raised as an exile among the Druids, Arryn has trained hard her whole life
to bring justice to the man who destroyed her life. The problem? Some girl from the
Boulevard beat her to it... With Adrien dead, and his ashes scattered to the wind, Arryn
can finally return to the city she once called home to learn the truth about her family.
But powerful forces work in the shadows, carrying on Adrien's evil vision, and
threatening to draw Arcadia back into the darkness. Arryn might just get to fulfill that
vow for vengeance after all... Set on the foundation laid by the Kurtherian Gambit
Series, The Arcadian Druid tells an entirely new story in the Age of Magic--and of the
heroes and villains who battle for control of its destiny.
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